100% electric
Wheelchair Accessible Minibus
e-Crafter / E-TGE

Up to 150 kilometers*
The powerful 100 kW electric motor powered by
Volkswagen is the best choice currently available
in terms of performance and speed. Start your day
with a full charge and drive up to 150 kilometers*.
And substantially increase your radius by recharging
80% battery within 45 minutes using a 40 kw DC fast
charger. If you think about deployment and charging
times you can easily integrate the electric minibus in
your daily business. Ideally suited for Taxi and Public
Transport.

Lower Total Cost
of Ownership
Say goodbye to more than diesel; oil changes and
frequent tune-ups will also be a thing of the past
when you go 100% electric. With no combustion engine, it has far fewer moving parts than the average
minibus, which means you get the benefit of lower
maintenance costs.

Ecodrive
The electric wheelchair minibuses can optionally be
equipped with ECOdrive. This intelligent system will
manage and controll the driving style to optimise
maximum range. Unique to this technology is that
the maximum speed, the gas pedal value and the
RPM can be adjusted. The result? Your drivers drive
more safely and make optimum use of the vehicle’s
engine power. ECOdrive enables you to control your
assets.

80% battery in 45 minutes**

Zero emission
100% electric
Tribus and Volkswagen have created a 100% electric wheelchair accessible minibus. A
proven solution to reduce air pollution in urban areas and city centres. Thanks to the
lightweight design the M1 minibus has a passenger capacity of 8+1 and can be driven with
license B. The perfect choice for fleetowners to reduce both fuel costs and emissions.

The range of charging options allows you to decide
where and how you charge your e-Crafter: at home,
at work, in public or at fuel stations. When using a
DC 40 kw fast charger it will only take 1 hour for a full
charge. A loading dock takes 5.20 hours and a simple power point at home is ready after a good night
sleep in 10.50 hours. The energy saving regenerative
braking technology is an efficient solution that sends
most of the braking energy back to the batteries that
power the minibus.

Volkswagen warranty
The Tribus solution for the VW E-Crafter wheelchair
minibus has the official approval of Volkswagen. This
means you will keep the extended warranty service of
Volkswagen. When purchasing an e-Crafter, Volkswagen performs maintenance and MOT free of charge up
to 240.000 km for 8 years! And you receive an 8-year
warranty on the high-voltage battery up to 160.000
km! In short, a reliable and solid solution for your fleet.

A true experience
Thanks to the electric motor the minibus is allowed
in all urban areas, you can pick up your passenger
everywhere. Traveling with the e-Crafter is a real
experience. It produces no noises and the enlarged
windows offer a nice view for all passengers. The
interior is nicely finished with colours and materials
that match Volkswagen and MAN interior. A large
variety of seating and wheelchair configurations are
available to meet your specific needs. All layouts are
fully tested to European Type Approval.

8 clever folding seats
the new standard in accessible passenger transport
The TriflexAIR floor is a complete and user-friendly
wheelchair restraint system for minibuses that provides safe, completely equivalent and comfortable
transport for all passengers, regardless of their physical limitations. With TriflexAIR, securing & releasing
wheelchairs is a simple task for everyone, requiring
no physical exertion. The fully integrated 4-point
wheelchair passenger securement system guarantees safety at all times.

The TriflexAIR seats have an ergonomic design that
ensures long lasting and comfort during long trips. Its
clever folding feature provides maximum space. The
seats are designed with maximum safety features that
go above & beyond the highest standards. With only
24,4 kg TriflexAIR seat is one of the lightest available
M1 folding seat in the world!

100% mechanical
The TriflexAIR wheelchair restraint system is fully
mechanical and therefor highly reliable. The system
is extremely safe, easy and fast to operate, requiring
no physical exertion. Each component is designed,
engineered and fully tested to work as one cohesive
system.

Maximum safety
All TriflexAIR seats come standard with a integrated
3-point seatbelt, height-adjustable headrest, ISOFIX
attachment points and user-friendly tipping seats to
fold/unfold the seat in seconds. Of course, all seats
are crash tested and fully approved to the highest
international M1 safety standards.

Integrated TriflexAIR

Flexible Seat Layouts

The standard in passenger transport
Our 100% electric minibuses are standard equipped with the patented solution TriflexAIR.
This fully integrated flooring & seating system did set a new standard in safety for
passenger and wheelchair transport. Not only because of its extreme user-friendliness,
but also because of its ultra light construction, that will save on energy consumption.

Design your electric minibus with a large variety of
seating and wheelchair configurations to meet your
specific needs. All layouts are fully tested to individual approval or European Type Approval.

Minimum effort
With TriflexAIR, securing and releasing wheelchairs
is a simple task for everyone that requires no physical exertion. The wheelchair locking system is fully
incorporated into the floor and is completely self
tensioning. While driving, the wheelchair stand even
more firmly. A simple movement of your hand to the
central lever is sufficient to unlock the four retractor
belts at the same time. The height-adjustable threepoint belt completes this easy job.

Automated wheelchair lift Convert your minibus
The automated wheelchair lift is super easy to use
with only 2 buttons on the manual. The driver can
stand next to the lift or stay at the plateau to guide
the wheelchair passenger. In case of an emergency
the lift can be opened manually.

Do you want to convert a Volkswagen e-Crafter or
MAN E-TGE to a wheelchair minibus? No problem!
Tribus offers all products to completely convert
your minibus into a Wheelchair Accessible Minibus.
And we provide several training options for your
workshop staff to easily convert your minibuses.
Factory warranty is retained.

100% ready to install
To meet your demands Tribus offers prefab products
that are 100% ready to install. The Tribus Kits are corrosion free and do not require welding. An extended
installation manual is provided.

Our conversion Kits
Lowered front entrance
Our electric minibuses are available with a lowered
front entrance for fast boarding. The lowered entry
has two steps with LED lightning and yellow entry
bars at both sides to guarantee safety at all times.

Highly Accessible
For all passengers
The 100% electric wheelchair minibuses are accessible for all passengers, regardless of
their physical limitations. Standing passengers can easily board with a lowered front
entrance. Wheelchair passengers can board through an automated and easy to use
wheelchair lift at the rear.

n
Multifunctional minibus

* TriflexAIR Flooring System
* TriflexAIR Seats
* Low Entry Step
* Interior Kits
* Accessibility Kits

Key points
* 100% electric range up to 150 kilometers
* 80% charging time in 45 minutes**
* Extended Warranty Service by Volkswagen
* User-friendly TriflexAIR floor & seating system
* Highly accessible for all passengers
* Fully tested with European Type Approval
* Prefab and complete conversion kits available

Complete interior finish
The VW e-Crafter wheelchair minibus is nicely finished with specially designed interior components that
matches Volkswagen interior. We offer prefab side
panels and lift & wheelarch covers. The lowered front
entrance can also be finished with our complete Low
Entry Kit. The kit contains a wooden front floor, a
carpet floormat for the drivers-side, floor transition
strip, led strip finishing and three grabhandles.

Specifications

100%el

E-POWER

VOLKSWAGEN CRAFTER/ MAN E-TGE

Motor power

100 KW

NEDC range

170 KM***

Practical range

Up to 150 KM*

Charging time:
AC 3,6 KW 100% soc (H)

10.50 (wall socket)

AC 7,2 KW 100% soc (H)

05.30 (charge station)

DC 40 KW 80% soc (H)

00.45 (fast charger)

CAPACITY
Number of passengers

Up to 8 passengers or 2 wheelchairs passengers

Number of seats

Up to 8 TriflexAIR folding seats with integrated three-point seatbelts

Wheelchair restraint system

Fully integrated 4-point wheelchair restraints

MEASUREMENTS
Length

5986 mm

Width

2427 mm (without mirrors)

Height

2590 mm

Wheel base

3640 mm

Front overhang

1000 mm

Rear overhang

1346 mm

GVW Max.

3500 kg

ACCESSIBILITY
Passenger entry

Lowered entry through rightside door

Wheelchair entry

Rear entry ramp or lightweight lift

*Tested with the Tribus conversion, in normal traffic and weather conditions.
** 80% battery in 45 minutes by charging with 40 kw DC.
*** The radius has been set after driving test rounds according European emission standards (NEDC). The practical range may
deviate.
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